
 Investigating discourse particles in minority Romance languages: po in Camuno 
This paper discusses the particle po as attested in Camuno, an understudied and endangered Eastern Lombard variety 
spoken in Vallecamonica (Italy), exclusively in informal contexts (ISTAT report, 2017). Documenting the Romance 
variety spoken in Northern Italy is crucial for linguistic theory, particularly concerning Discourse Particles (DiP). These 
elements have been analyzed as use-conditional items (Gutzmann, 2015) or expressive presuppositions (Grosz, 2020) 
since their properties cannot be captured by purely semantic or pragmatic tools. On the one hand, DiP are truth 
conditionally vacuous (Egg & Zimmermann, 2012), but they can modify the conventional meaning of a proposition. On 
the other hand, their interpretation depends on epistemic values, context, and common ground (CG). The crucial role 
played by discourse-related factors in the organization of Camuno in all modules of grammars provides a fruitful ground 
to investigate DiP in a Romance language. Examining substrate varieties like Camuno could help define the uses of 
particles in the “Italians” spoken in a specific region. Here, I argue that the data presented in previous studies (cf. 
Cardinaletti, 2011; Coniglio, 2006) cannot be discussed as Standard Italian, but they are influenced by the minority 
language spoken in the area. The work presented here can ideally be carried out for neighboring varieties. 
The particle po is licensed by an (at least temporary) discrepancy between the speaker's beliefs and the ones of the 
addressee, with respect to the CG. The truth value of a proposition p is not affected by the particle, however, in the po-
p proposition, the speaker expresses surprise regarding the mismatch between theirs and the addressee’s evaluation of 
p. In terms of meaning, two main readings can be identified for po: an ‘Obviously’ (OBV) and a ‘Not-a-big-deal’ (NBD) 
one. In the former use, the speaker considers the proposition po-P as the highest-ranked on a scale of likelihood (1): 

(1) la   ho  hʧèta      la       laura       ho à   Brè      po 
det his daughter cl.3-f work.3sg up at Breno OBV-po 
‘His daughter works in Breno’ [She’s been working there for ten years, of course she works there] 

In the NBD reading, po-P does not reach a certain threshold established by the speaker. In (2), there is nothing 
exceptional in the fact that the referents could already go back to their house after remodeling: 

(2) i       ghia po           apena de pitura la    kamara 
they had  NBD-po only    of  paint  the bedroom   
‘They only needed to paint the bedroom.’ [Everybody knows is not a major fixing.] 

 
The particle can surface in different position in the clause with consequences on the preferred interpretation (to be 
discussed). Importantly, the particle can only refer to the matrix clause (3) 
 

(3) i     a              dit    ke     i         ulia (po) partì        prima (po)  ma la    Martina l’          era  
the have.3pl  said  that   cl.3pl want.pst leave.inf earlier poi    but the Martina cl.3sg.f was 
amò a   hkola  po/           ma me krede    ke   la   Martina  l’          era   amò a   hkola   po. 
still  at school OBV-po/ but I     believe that the Martina  cl.3sg.f was still  at  school OBV-po 
‘they said that they wanted to leave earlier, but Martina was still at school/I believe that Martina was still at 
school’ 
 [Obviously they too think they should have left earlier, but they couldn’t because Martina was still at 
school at that time/I think most likely because Martina was still at School at that time.] 
 

The analysis further discusses the semantics and pragmatic properties of the particle, sketching a formal characterization 
of the particle, and future research will investigate the relation between prosody and sentence structure, identifiable in 
Camuno for wh-phrases. For the time being, this paper shows that documenting and analyzing lesser-studied varieties 
is not only important from a conservation perspective but crucial for the development of the ongoing discussions of 
discourse-oriented items, so prominent in the theoretical literature (cf. Bayer and Struckmeier, 2016). 
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